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Motivation: LSP simulations with kinetic ions and fluid electrons 
show significant amounts of material advected with the shock

• Blue dots: <DT> ions  
Red  dots:  3He ions 

• Dashed blue lines: <DT> density
2

Snapshots of phasespace

C. Bellei, P. Amendt, S. Wilks et al., APS2013 
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Application: NIF indirect drive “exploding pusher”

3

ρgas = 7.7 mg/cc ρgas = 0.77 mg/cc

Hydro regime 
(experiment)

Kinetic 
regime

Mix from “beaming”: non-hydro, non-classical diffusion
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Mix scales strongly with Mach number

4

C. Bellei and P. Amendt, AA2015  
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Multi-fluid equations are obtained after applying 
Chapman-Enskog method to Fokker-Planck equation*

5
* M. S. Benilov, Phys. Plasmas 4, 521 (1996) 

• Expand distribution function as 

f↵ = f (0)
↵ +Kn↵↵ f (1)

↵ + ...

• Coupling between different species is described  
 by a friction term

Kn↵↵ ⌧ 1

**P. J. Rambo and R. J. Procassini, Phys. Plasmas 2, 3130 (1995)   

• Multi-species simulations give surprisingly good results compared  
with kinetic calculations**
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Single-fluid vs. multi-fluid equations

• Introduce a Knudsen number

6

Kn↵� = �↵�/L

Kn↵� << 1

Kn↵↵ << 1

Kn↵� = O(1)

single-fluid

multi-fluid
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↵ 6= �{

• Ideally we would like to solve the FP equation for all species
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Multi-fluid equations for ions (Eulerian)

7

• Multi-fluid equations (ideal EOS, γ=5/3) 
IONS (α=1,2,…,n)
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ion bunching, we have written an explicit 1D multi-fluid
code that solves the plasma gas dynamic equations in
the limits of quasi-neutrality and zero-net-current. For
each ion species ↵ = 1, 2 we solve the equation of mass
conservation @
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the mass density, velocity and
pressure of the ion species ↵, respectively, by F
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the forces per unit volume due to the electric field
and friction between ions, and by E
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the tempera-
ture equilibration term. By momentum conservation,P
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electron inertia in the momentum equation and the fric-
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The electron density and velocity are dictated by the
quasi-neutrality and zero-net-current conditions, while
the electron pressure is obtained by solving the energy
equation @
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The friction force is modeled assuming that ions of the

same species collide more frequently than ions of di↵erent
species. This hypothesis is required when the Chapman-
Enskog method is applied to the Boltzmann equation, in
order to obtain a set of multi-fluid equations [11]. It is
justified for the study presented here, considering that
around shock breakout the average relative velocity of
inter-species collisions is much larger than the average
relative velocity of intra-species collisions.

FIG. 3. (a) Dependence of N
bunch

and �t
gas

as a function of
Mach number. The case M=3.8 is the same as in Figs. 1 and
2. (b) Comparison of density profiles obtained from a multi-
fluid simulation (continuous lines) and a single-fluid simula-
tion that included a di↵usion equation (broken lines). (Time
t = 5.1 ns after shock breakout)

In the multi-fluid simulations the mixing dynamics re-
sults again in the formation of the ion bunch just ahead
of the transmitted shock. This is displayed in Fig. 3b for
the same simulation with M=3.8 (but now with strictly
fluid species), shortly after shock breakout. The forma-
tion of an ion bunch is the result of the streaming of
the first hDTi ions through the undisturbed 3He gas re-
gion. The hDTi ion front is initially pushed forward by

the pressure gradient and electric field. At later times
it is mostly subject to friction (Fig. 4a), which leads to
compression and depletion of the ion bunch.
The formation of this structure is universal: it is seen

in all simulations of the type described, for su�ciently
high spatial resolution. However, it is strictly depen-
dent on the presence of two distinct ion species. Multi-
species fluid codes are sometimes constructed by adding a
di↵usion-advection equation to the set of Navier-Stokes
equations [12]. For example, a di↵usion equation was
added in the code Lasnex [13], thereby improving the
agreement with recent experimental results [14, 15].
Use of a di↵usion equation is based on the assumption

that the relative velocity |u1�u2| between two species of
interest is much smaller than the center-of-mass-velocity
u = (⇢1u1 + ⇢2u2)/⇢, where ⇢ = ⇢1 + ⇢2 [16]. In order
to test whether adding a di↵usion equation to the hydro-
dynamic equations for a single-fluid would also predict
the formation of an ion bunch, we have solved the single-
species plasma fluid equations together with a di↵usion-
advection equation for species 1, @

t

⇢1+@

x

(⇢1u) = �@

x

J1.
The di↵usive mass flux J1 = ⇢(u1�u) was calculated tak-
ing into account concentration-gradient-di↵usion, baro-
di↵usion and electro-di↵usion [17, 18] but neglecting
thermo-di↵usion for simplicity.
As shown in Fig. 3, the inclusion of a di↵usion equa-

tion is not su�cient to describe the formation of an ion
bunch but only localizes the mix around the interface.
As a consequence, the di↵usion solution under-predicts
the amount of mix between the two neighboring regions.
Only when the two species are treated separately, so that
the velocity di↵erence can be arbitrarily large, is this
mechanism correctly described.

FIG. 4. (a) Forces on the hDTi ions at the same time shown
in Fig. 3b; (b) mix function µ

bunch

as a function of time, for
simulations with M = 6 and M = 10 and initial background
temperatures T

0

= 1 and T
0

= 5 eV. The insert shows the
mass density of hDTi ions originating from the solid (blue
line) and from the gas (red line), for the case M = 10, T

0

= 5
eV.

As an application of our study, we have explored sce-
narios of interest for ICF layered implosions [20], in par-
ticular when the shocks produced at the ablation front
transit the DT-ice/DT-gas interface. Figure 4b shows
the results of four simulations with parameters relevant

(momentum conservation)

where

electric field foce
friction force
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Equations for electrons

8

• Multi-fluid equations (ideal EOS, γ=5/3) 
ELECTRONS

{
where

(quasi-neutrality)

(zero net-current)

3

ion bunching, we have written an explicit 1D multi-fluid
code that solves the plasma gas dynamic equations in
the limits of quasi-neutrality and zero-net-current. For
each ion species ↵ = 1, 2 we solve the equation of mass
conservation @
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and friction between ions, and by E
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the tempera-
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The electron density and velocity are dictated by the
quasi-neutrality and zero-net-current conditions, while
the electron pressure is obtained by solving the energy
equation @
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The friction force is modeled assuming that ions of the

same species collide more frequently than ions of di↵erent
species. This hypothesis is required when the Chapman-
Enskog method is applied to the Boltzmann equation, in
order to obtain a set of multi-fluid equations [11]. It is
justified for the study presented here, considering that
around shock breakout the average relative velocity of
inter-species collisions is much larger than the average
relative velocity of intra-species collisions.

FIG. 3. (a) Dependence of N
bunch

and �t
gas

as a function of
Mach number. The case M=3.8 is the same as in Figs. 1 and
2. (b) Comparison of density profiles obtained from a multi-
fluid simulation (continuous lines) and a single-fluid simula-
tion that included a di↵usion equation (broken lines). (Time
t = 5.1 ns after shock breakout)

In the multi-fluid simulations the mixing dynamics re-
sults again in the formation of the ion bunch just ahead
of the transmitted shock. This is displayed in Fig. 3b for
the same simulation with M=3.8 (but now with strictly
fluid species), shortly after shock breakout. The forma-
tion of an ion bunch is the result of the streaming of
the first hDTi ions through the undisturbed 3He gas re-
gion. The hDTi ion front is initially pushed forward by

the pressure gradient and electric field. At later times
it is mostly subject to friction (Fig. 4a), which leads to
compression and depletion of the ion bunch.
The formation of this structure is universal: it is seen

in all simulations of the type described, for su�ciently
high spatial resolution. However, it is strictly depen-
dent on the presence of two distinct ion species. Multi-
species fluid codes are sometimes constructed by adding a
di↵usion-advection equation to the set of Navier-Stokes
equations [12]. For example, a di↵usion equation was
added in the code Lasnex [13], thereby improving the
agreement with recent experimental results [14, 15].
Use of a di↵usion equation is based on the assumption

that the relative velocity |u1�u2| between two species of
interest is much smaller than the center-of-mass-velocity
u = (⇢1u1 + ⇢2u2)/⇢, where ⇢ = ⇢1 + ⇢2 [16]. In order
to test whether adding a di↵usion equation to the hydro-
dynamic equations for a single-fluid would also predict
the formation of an ion bunch, we have solved the single-
species plasma fluid equations together with a di↵usion-
advection equation for species 1, @

t
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x

J1.
The di↵usive mass flux J1 = ⇢(u1�u) was calculated tak-
ing into account concentration-gradient-di↵usion, baro-
di↵usion and electro-di↵usion [17, 18] but neglecting
thermo-di↵usion for simplicity.
As shown in Fig. 3, the inclusion of a di↵usion equa-

tion is not su�cient to describe the formation of an ion
bunch but only localizes the mix around the interface.
As a consequence, the di↵usion solution under-predicts
the amount of mix between the two neighboring regions.
Only when the two species are treated separately, so that
the velocity di↵erence can be arbitrarily large, is this
mechanism correctly described.

FIG. 4. (a) Forces on the hDTi ions at the same time shown
in Fig. 3b; (b) mix function µ

bunch

as a function of time, for
simulations with M = 6 and M = 10 and initial background
temperatures T

0

= 1 and T
0

= 5 eV. The insert shows the
mass density of hDTi ions originating from the solid (blue
line) and from the gas (red line), for the case M = 10, T

0

= 5
eV.

As an application of our study, we have explored sce-
narios of interest for ICF layered implosions [20], in par-
ticular when the shocks produced at the ablation front
transit the DT-ice/DT-gas interface. Figure 4b shows
the results of four simulations with parameters relevant

(for energy conservation)
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We observe ion bunch formation also in multi-fluid 
simulations 

9

What is new from AA 2015: 
• Generalized code to any  

number of ion species 
• Spherical geometry 
• Included ion viscosity  

in momentum and  
energy equations*

*E. L. Vold et al., arXiv 2015
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A diffusion model does not predict the formation of an 
ion bunch and under-predicts mix

10

where*,**

3

ion bunching, we have written an explicit 1D multi-fluid
code that solves the plasma gas dynamic equations in
the limits of quasi-neutrality and zero-net-current. For
each ion species ↵ = 1, 2 we solve the equation of mass
conservation @
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and friction between ions, and by E
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the tempera-
ture equilibration term. By momentum conservation,P
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= 0. For the electron species, we neglect the
electron inertia in the momentum equation and the fric-
tion term to obtain the electric field E ' �rp
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The electron density and velocity are dictated by the
quasi-neutrality and zero-net-current conditions, while
the electron pressure is obtained by solving the energy
equation @
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The friction force is modeled assuming that ions of the

same species collide more frequently than ions of di↵erent
species. This hypothesis is required when the Chapman-
Enskog method is applied to the Boltzmann equation, in
order to obtain a set of multi-fluid equations [11]. It is
justified for the study presented here, considering that
around shock breakout the average relative velocity of
inter-species collisions is much larger than the average
relative velocity of intra-species collisions.

FIG. 3. (a) Dependence of N
bunch

and �t
gas

as a function of
Mach number. The case M=3.8 is the same as in Figs. 1 and
2. (b) Comparison of density profiles obtained from a multi-
fluid simulation (continuous lines) and a single-fluid simula-
tion that included a di↵usion equation (broken lines). (Time
t = 5.1 ns after shock breakout)

In the multi-fluid simulations the mixing dynamics re-
sults again in the formation of the ion bunch just ahead
of the transmitted shock. This is displayed in Fig. 3b for
the same simulation with M=3.8 (but now with strictly
fluid species), shortly after shock breakout. The forma-
tion of an ion bunch is the result of the streaming of
the first hDTi ions through the undisturbed 3He gas re-
gion. The hDTi ion front is initially pushed forward by

the pressure gradient and electric field. At later times
it is mostly subject to friction (Fig. 4a), which leads to
compression and depletion of the ion bunch.
The formation of this structure is universal: it is seen

in all simulations of the type described, for su�ciently
high spatial resolution. However, it is strictly depen-
dent on the presence of two distinct ion species. Multi-
species fluid codes are sometimes constructed by adding a
di↵usion-advection equation to the set of Navier-Stokes
equations [12]. For example, a di↵usion equation was
added in the code Lasnex [13], thereby improving the
agreement with recent experimental results [14, 15].
Use of a di↵usion equation is based on the assumption

that the relative velocity |u1�u2| between two species of
interest is much smaller than the center-of-mass-velocity
u = (⇢1u1 + ⇢2u2)/⇢, where ⇢ = ⇢1 + ⇢2 [16]. In order
to test whether adding a di↵usion equation to the hydro-
dynamic equations for a single-fluid would also predict
the formation of an ion bunch, we have solved the single-
species plasma fluid equations together with a di↵usion-
advection equation for species 1, @

t

⇢1+@

x

(⇢1u) = �@

x

J1.
The di↵usive mass flux J1 = ⇢(u1�u) was calculated tak-
ing into account concentration-gradient-di↵usion, baro-
di↵usion and electro-di↵usion [17, 18] but neglecting
thermo-di↵usion for simplicity.
As shown in Fig. 3, the inclusion of a di↵usion equa-

tion is not su�cient to describe the formation of an ion
bunch but only localizes the mix around the interface.
As a consequence, the di↵usion solution under-predicts
the amount of mix between the two neighboring regions.
Only when the two species are treated separately, so that
the velocity di↵erence can be arbitrarily large, is this
mechanism correctly described.

FIG. 4. (a) Forces on the hDTi ions at the same time shown
in Fig. 3b; (b) mix function µ

bunch

as a function of time, for
simulations with M = 6 and M = 10 and initial background
temperatures T

0

= 1 and T
0

= 5 eV. The insert shows the
mass density of hDTi ions originating from the solid (blue
line) and from the gas (red line), for the case M = 10, T

0

= 5
eV.

As an application of our study, we have explored sce-
narios of interest for ICF layered implosions [20], in par-
ticular when the shocks produced at the ablation front
transit the DT-ice/DT-gas interface. Figure 4b shows
the results of four simulations with parameters relevant

+ electrons{
interdiffusion of enthalpy

* P. Amendt, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 075002 (2012) 
G. Kagan, X. Tang, Phys. Plasmas 19, 082709 (2012) 
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Existence of ion bunch is challenged by/consistent with 
experimental results

11

J. R. Rygg et al.,  
PRL 98, 215002 (2007) 

J. A. Baumgaertel et al., 
 Phys. Plasmas 21, 052706 (2014) the limb, showing that there is Ti K-shell line emission com-

ing from deep inside the core.

2. Consistency of simulations with overall symmetry
but not spatial distribution of mix

Although Hydra (no mix) and RAGE (with mix) get the
overall symmetry and size roughly correct (i.e., hydrodynam-
ics mostly correct), they do not show Ti propagating all the
way into the center. The MMI images show centrally peaked
emission with a diameter of approximately 110 6 10 lm (the
experimental resolution of the MMI is about 10 lm), and we
see a ring of emission in images from post-processed, clean
HYDRA simulations (Figure 8(b)), with a diameter of
140 6 10 lm. This is as one expects from a clean simulation,
if there are no optical depth issues. The HYDRA image
shown is at 1.6 ns. As the shock in HYDRA hits later than in

RAGE and the experiment, we chose a time correspondingly
later for the MMI image analysis. HYDRA tracks the tita-
nium and it stays in a shell during the implosion: the red lines
show the inner and outer edges of the region that includes ti-
tanium (recall that the emission is chord-integrated). This
suggests that mix is not as important for the overall hydrody-
namic evolution, but is clearly important for the transport of
shell material into the core and ultimately affecting the peak
temperature and fusion yield. In contrast, RAGE with mix
predicts !125 6 5 lm diameter images at 1.45 ns (Figure
8(c)), and these synthetic MMI images are centrally peaked,
qualitatively matching the data (Fig. 8(a)), although the tita-
nium does not mix all the way into the center.

The symmetry of the HYDRA and RAGE images is
both close to the MMI data. P2/P0 is negative (prolate) for
all HYDRA, RAGE, and experimental narrowband images
at the 50% intensity contour (P2/P0,HYDRA¼#3.2%,
P2/P0,exp¼#6.9%, and P2/P0,RAGE¼#9.5%). The sign of
P4/P0 matches at the 50% contour for HYDRA and the data
(P4/P0,HYDRA¼ 3.2% and P4/P0,exp¼ 3.1%) as well, but not
for the RAGE MMI image (P4/P0,RAGE¼#15.5). (The
P2,4/P0 of the RAGE synthetic MMI image at the standard
20% contour is not meaningful due to artifacts from
post-processing.)

If there is Ti in the core as was shown in Sec. II C 1, and
the turbulent mix model BHR is not reproducing that,
another mechanism must be at work, and this will be dis-
cussed in Sec. II D.

3. Temperature profiles

There has been extensive work on extracting electron
temperature (Te) from MMI data.19,20,23 Here, we compare
profiles extracted from shot 65036 with RAGE and HYDRA
profiles. Most methods assumed centrally peaked/Gaussian
intensity profiles, as in the case when the gas is doped, or in
#65036 MMI images. To get spatially resolved electron tem-
perature profiles, one can Abel-invert continuum-subtracted
intensity profiles to obtain emissivities, and convert to Te, as
the ratio of (Ly-bþHe-c)/He-b emissivity is strongly
dependent on Te and weakly dependent on density (ne).

FIG. 8. For all three images, red is high emission and blue is low emission. (a) 65036 narrow band Ly-a image reconstructed from data at 1.45 ns. (b) Ly-a
self-emission image from HYDRA 65036 at 1.60 ns. Ti is between red lines. (c) Ly-a synthetic MMI image from RAGE 65036 at 1.45 ns. The “blobs” at the
edges are artifacts of post-processing in generating the RAGE synthetic MMI image.

FIG. 9. Experimental Te profiles (a) can be extracted by Abel-inverting in-
tensity profiles from slices of narrowband MMI images (b). The three red,
blue, and green Te profiles correspond to the three lines/slices in the middle
figure of (b).

052706-5 Baumgaertel et al. Phys. Plasmas 21, 052706 (2014)

 This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
198.125.179.224 On: Fri, 29 May 2015 21:55:18

Ti Ly-α at 1.45 ns

…challenged by… …consistent with…
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Simulations for Rygg et al. show potential formation of D 
ion bunch

12

R0 = 300 μm; ΔR = 5 μm; 
T0 = 5eV; vshell = 225 km/s ; M = 0.4M0

Rygg et al., PRL 2007 multi-fluid
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Simulations for Rygg et al. show potential formation of D 
ion bunch

13

R0 = 300 μm; ΔR = 5 μm; 
T0 = 5eV; vshell = 225 km/s ; M = 0.4M0

Rygg et al., PRL 2007 multi-fluid
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Simulations for Rygg et al. show potential formation of D 
ion bunch

14

R0 = 300 μm; ΔR = 5 μm; 
T0 = 5eV; vshell = 225 km/s ; M = 0.4M0

Rygg et al., PRL 2007 multi-fluid
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✔

15

Rygg et al., PRL 2007 multi-fluid

Simulations for Rygg et al. show potential formation of D 
ion bunch

• reduced D3He fusion yield for 3He case
• compression yield peaks at later time for 3He case
• suppression of shock yield for 3He case

✔

✖
✔
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Simulations for Baumgaertel et al. show significant mix of 
Ti ions in hot spot before bang time, but after shock flash

16

processing that must be done to produce MMI narrowband
images. Electron temperatures, electron densities, and mix
widths can be extracted from MMI images in a variety of
ways.19,20 Much work has been done imaging gas dopants and
successfully extracting spatially resolved electron tempera-
tures in implosions with argon-doped deuterium.21–23 These
methods rely on Abel-inverting emissivity images (which
requires assumptions about symmetry and being optically
thin), as well as forward reconstruction. Using three MMIs
with quasi-orthogonal views, it is possible to extract 3D tem-
perature profiles.24 This paper will focus on comparisons of
MMI images and temperature profiles, along with SSCA spec-
tra, with post-processed radiation-hydrodynamics simulations
for symmetrically driven OMEGA shots. A future paper will
discuss comparisons of simulations with PDD shot data.

The layout of this paper is as follows: we describe the
experimental setup in Sec. I A and computational tools in
Sec. I B. Our results are presented in Sec. II and are subdi-
vided into experimental evidence for mix (Sec. II B), com-
parisons with simulations (Sec. II C), a physics discussion
(Sec. II D). Section III provides a summary and conclusions.

A. Experimental setup

A series of spherically symmetric and PDD shots were
performed on OMEGA to investigate the “mix depth,” i.e.,
the initial thickness of inner CH-shell material that would be
mixed into the gas. To do this, a layer of titanium-doped CH
was embedded at different depths from the CH inner surface.
The OMEGA laser facility has 60 UV (351 nm) beams that
can be used in a direct drive configuration. In this series of
shots, the drive was nominally 23 kJ (symmetric), with a 1 ns
square pulse. The capsules (Fig. 1) all had an outer radius of
420 lm, a 5-atm deuterium gas fill, 19 lm thick CH shells,
and a 1.8 lm layer of CH doped with Ti at various burial
depths. During the implosion, as the temperature increases,
the Ti emits and the emission is captured by the MMI, which
is a spectroscopic imaging diagnostic that uses a Bragg mir-
ror to separate emission into different energies, resulting in a
dataset with spatial, spectral, and temporal information. The
SSCA, here with a RbAP crystal and CsI photocathode, pro-
duces time-resolved, spatially integrated spectra in the
energy range of 4.5 to 6.3 keV. More information on the
diagnostics can be found in Ref. 25.

B. Computational tools

For implosion dynamics modeling, we use two codes in
tandem. While each is missing some physics, together they
can give us more complete analysis capability. The
RAdiation Grid Eulerian (RAGE) code26 is an adaptive grid
Eulerian hydrodynamics code with radiative transfer enabled
that contains the BHR mix model. References 27 and 28 dis-
cuss the applicability of the BHR turbulence model in these
capsule implosions. BHR applies dynamic mix to the shell-
gas interface, the location of turbulent mix. It includes two
initial conditions that must be set: the characteristic ampli-
tude of the initial perturbation (a surface roughness parame-
ter, set in Sec. II B) and the initial turbulent specific kinetic
energy (here, 1011 cm2/s2, which is about 0.1% of the total

specific kinetic energy). More details on the specific BHR
settings, as well as information on equation of state, opac-
ities, and flux-limited thermal transport model (f¼ 0.06) can
be found in Ref. 27. In these simulations, the minimum zone
size in the shell was 0.25 lm, with 0.5 lm minimum zone
size in the gas and nine levels of refinement. RAGE does not
yet include laser energy deposition. The energy was depos-
ited in a source layer of the shell, and the width and energy
of this source layer were adjusted to match bang time and
typical capsule absorption of 60–65%.27 The adiabat is
approximately a" 5 for the 1 ns square pulse used here.

HYDRA29 is an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE)
radiation hydrodynamics code that does not include a predic-
tive mix model, but it has an extensive laser ray-tracing
package and can thus be used to investigate laser-specific
effects. The HYDRA simulations were 2D, over a 90# circu-
lar wedge. Angular resolution was 0.74#. Radial resolution
was initially 33.4 lm in the fuel, 0.3 lm in the doped layer of
the shell, and 0.4 lm in the pure CH layer of the shell. A flux
limiter of f¼ 0.06 was used in the heat conduction model
and XSN non-local thermal equilibrium opacities30 for
HYDRA.

Shell trajectory data were not available for the shots
studied in this paper. However, for a comparison of similar
OMEGA implosions with HYDRA and RAGE radius vs.
time profiles, see Refs. 11 and 31.

A number of synthetic diagnostic tools turn radiation-
hydrodynamic code output into a format directly comparable
to post-processed experimental data. We use the Yorick32,33

DRAT library to compute radiative-transfer integrations and
thus create self-emission X-ray images that let us compare
the structure of emitted light; these give the “ideal” result, if
the instruments had no spectral resolution limitations
(though the instrumental spatial resolution of 10 lm is
included). A MMI post-processing tool creates synthetic
MMI pinhole images from the radiation-hydrodynamic simu-
lation output, which can be further processed to create syn-
thetic narrowband images. These images are equivalent to
the self-emission images and include the MMI instrument fi-
nite resolution.

II. RESULTS

A. Constraining the mix depth

By measuring Ti emission as a function of burial depth
of the dopant layer (as measured by distance from the gas-
shell interface), the mix depth in this OMEGA implosion

FIG. 1. OMEGA capsule for shot 65036.
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processing that must be done to produce MMI narrowband
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widths can be extracted from MMI images in a variety of
ways.19,20 Much work has been done imaging gas dopants and
successfully extracting spatially resolved electron tempera-
tures in implosions with argon-doped deuterium.21–23 These
methods rely on Abel-inverting emissivity images (which
requires assumptions about symmetry and being optically
thin), as well as forward reconstruction. Using three MMIs
with quasi-orthogonal views, it is possible to extract 3D tem-
perature profiles.24 This paper will focus on comparisons of
MMI images and temperature profiles, along with SSCA spec-
tra, with post-processed radiation-hydrodynamics simulations
for symmetrically driven OMEGA shots. A future paper will
discuss comparisons of simulations with PDD shot data.

The layout of this paper is as follows: we describe the
experimental setup in Sec. I A and computational tools in
Sec. I B. Our results are presented in Sec. II and are subdi-
vided into experimental evidence for mix (Sec. II B), com-
parisons with simulations (Sec. II C), a physics discussion
(Sec. II D). Section III provides a summary and conclusions.
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A series of spherically symmetric and PDD shots were
performed on OMEGA to investigate the “mix depth,” i.e.,
the initial thickness of inner CH-shell material that would be
mixed into the gas. To do this, a layer of titanium-doped CH
was embedded at different depths from the CH inner surface.
The OMEGA laser facility has 60 UV (351 nm) beams that
can be used in a direct drive configuration. In this series of
shots, the drive was nominally 23 kJ (symmetric), with a 1 ns
square pulse. The capsules (Fig. 1) all had an outer radius of
420 lm, a 5-atm deuterium gas fill, 19 lm thick CH shells,
and a 1.8 lm layer of CH doped with Ti at various burial
depths. During the implosion, as the temperature increases,
the Ti emits and the emission is captured by the MMI, which
is a spectroscopic imaging diagnostic that uses a Bragg mir-
ror to separate emission into different energies, resulting in a
dataset with spatial, spectral, and temporal information. The
SSCA, here with a RbAP crystal and CsI photocathode, pro-
duces time-resolved, spatially integrated spectra in the
energy range of 4.5 to 6.3 keV. More information on the
diagnostics can be found in Ref. 25.

B. Computational tools

For implosion dynamics modeling, we use two codes in
tandem. While each is missing some physics, together they
can give us more complete analysis capability. The
RAdiation Grid Eulerian (RAGE) code26 is an adaptive grid
Eulerian hydrodynamics code with radiative transfer enabled
that contains the BHR mix model. References 27 and 28 dis-
cuss the applicability of the BHR turbulence model in these
capsule implosions. BHR applies dynamic mix to the shell-
gas interface, the location of turbulent mix. It includes two
initial conditions that must be set: the characteristic ampli-
tude of the initial perturbation (a surface roughness parame-
ter, set in Sec. II B) and the initial turbulent specific kinetic
energy (here, 1011 cm2/s2, which is about 0.1% of the total

specific kinetic energy). More details on the specific BHR
settings, as well as information on equation of state, opac-
ities, and flux-limited thermal transport model (f¼ 0.06) can
be found in Ref. 27. In these simulations, the minimum zone
size in the shell was 0.25 lm, with 0.5 lm minimum zone
size in the gas and nine levels of refinement. RAGE does not
yet include laser energy deposition. The energy was depos-
ited in a source layer of the shell, and the width and energy
of this source layer were adjusted to match bang time and
typical capsule absorption of 60–65%.27 The adiabat is
approximately a" 5 for the 1 ns square pulse used here.

HYDRA29 is an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE)
radiation hydrodynamics code that does not include a predic-
tive mix model, but it has an extensive laser ray-tracing
package and can thus be used to investigate laser-specific
effects. The HYDRA simulations were 2D, over a 90# circu-
lar wedge. Angular resolution was 0.74#. Radial resolution
was initially 33.4 lm in the fuel, 0.3 lm in the doped layer of
the shell, and 0.4 lm in the pure CH layer of the shell. A flux
limiter of f¼ 0.06 was used in the heat conduction model
and XSN non-local thermal equilibrium opacities30 for
HYDRA.

Shell trajectory data were not available for the shots
studied in this paper. However, for a comparison of similar
OMEGA implosions with HYDRA and RAGE radius vs.
time profiles, see Refs. 11 and 31.

A number of synthetic diagnostic tools turn radiation-
hydrodynamic code output into a format directly comparable
to post-processed experimental data. We use the Yorick32,33

DRAT library to compute radiative-transfer integrations and
thus create self-emission X-ray images that let us compare
the structure of emitted light; these give the “ideal” result, if
the instruments had no spectral resolution limitations
(though the instrumental spatial resolution of 10 lm is
included). A MMI post-processing tool creates synthetic
MMI pinhole images from the radiation-hydrodynamic simu-
lation output, which can be further processed to create syn-
thetic narrowband images. These images are equivalent to
the self-emission images and include the MMI instrument fi-
nite resolution.

II. RESULTS

A. Constraining the mix depth

By measuring Ti emission as a function of burial depth
of the dopant layer (as measured by distance from the gas-
shell interface), the mix depth in this OMEGA implosion
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processing that must be done to produce MMI narrowband
images. Electron temperatures, electron densities, and mix
widths can be extracted from MMI images in a variety of
ways.19,20 Much work has been done imaging gas dopants and
successfully extracting spatially resolved electron tempera-
tures in implosions with argon-doped deuterium.21–23 These
methods rely on Abel-inverting emissivity images (which
requires assumptions about symmetry and being optically
thin), as well as forward reconstruction. Using three MMIs
with quasi-orthogonal views, it is possible to extract 3D tem-
perature profiles.24 This paper will focus on comparisons of
MMI images and temperature profiles, along with SSCA spec-
tra, with post-processed radiation-hydrodynamics simulations
for symmetrically driven OMEGA shots. A future paper will
discuss comparisons of simulations with PDD shot data.

The layout of this paper is as follows: we describe the
experimental setup in Sec. I A and computational tools in
Sec. I B. Our results are presented in Sec. II and are subdi-
vided into experimental evidence for mix (Sec. II B), com-
parisons with simulations (Sec. II C), a physics discussion
(Sec. II D). Section III provides a summary and conclusions.

A. Experimental setup

A series of spherically symmetric and PDD shots were
performed on OMEGA to investigate the “mix depth,” i.e.,
the initial thickness of inner CH-shell material that would be
mixed into the gas. To do this, a layer of titanium-doped CH
was embedded at different depths from the CH inner surface.
The OMEGA laser facility has 60 UV (351 nm) beams that
can be used in a direct drive configuration. In this series of
shots, the drive was nominally 23 kJ (symmetric), with a 1 ns
square pulse. The capsules (Fig. 1) all had an outer radius of
420 lm, a 5-atm deuterium gas fill, 19 lm thick CH shells,
and a 1.8 lm layer of CH doped with Ti at various burial
depths. During the implosion, as the temperature increases,
the Ti emits and the emission is captured by the MMI, which
is a spectroscopic imaging diagnostic that uses a Bragg mir-
ror to separate emission into different energies, resulting in a
dataset with spatial, spectral, and temporal information. The
SSCA, here with a RbAP crystal and CsI photocathode, pro-
duces time-resolved, spatially integrated spectra in the
energy range of 4.5 to 6.3 keV. More information on the
diagnostics can be found in Ref. 25.

B. Computational tools

For implosion dynamics modeling, we use two codes in
tandem. While each is missing some physics, together they
can give us more complete analysis capability. The
RAdiation Grid Eulerian (RAGE) code26 is an adaptive grid
Eulerian hydrodynamics code with radiative transfer enabled
that contains the BHR mix model. References 27 and 28 dis-
cuss the applicability of the BHR turbulence model in these
capsule implosions. BHR applies dynamic mix to the shell-
gas interface, the location of turbulent mix. It includes two
initial conditions that must be set: the characteristic ampli-
tude of the initial perturbation (a surface roughness parame-
ter, set in Sec. II B) and the initial turbulent specific kinetic
energy (here, 1011 cm2/s2, which is about 0.1% of the total

specific kinetic energy). More details on the specific BHR
settings, as well as information on equation of state, opac-
ities, and flux-limited thermal transport model (f¼ 0.06) can
be found in Ref. 27. In these simulations, the minimum zone
size in the shell was 0.25 lm, with 0.5 lm minimum zone
size in the gas and nine levels of refinement. RAGE does not
yet include laser energy deposition. The energy was depos-
ited in a source layer of the shell, and the width and energy
of this source layer were adjusted to match bang time and
typical capsule absorption of 60–65%.27 The adiabat is
approximately a" 5 for the 1 ns square pulse used here.

HYDRA29 is an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE)
radiation hydrodynamics code that does not include a predic-
tive mix model, but it has an extensive laser ray-tracing
package and can thus be used to investigate laser-specific
effects. The HYDRA simulations were 2D, over a 90# circu-
lar wedge. Angular resolution was 0.74#. Radial resolution
was initially 33.4 lm in the fuel, 0.3 lm in the doped layer of
the shell, and 0.4 lm in the pure CH layer of the shell. A flux
limiter of f¼ 0.06 was used in the heat conduction model
and XSN non-local thermal equilibrium opacities30 for
HYDRA.

Shell trajectory data were not available for the shots
studied in this paper. However, for a comparison of similar
OMEGA implosions with HYDRA and RAGE radius vs.
time profiles, see Refs. 11 and 31.

A number of synthetic diagnostic tools turn radiation-
hydrodynamic code output into a format directly comparable
to post-processed experimental data. We use the Yorick32,33

DRAT library to compute radiative-transfer integrations and
thus create self-emission X-ray images that let us compare
the structure of emitted light; these give the “ideal” result, if
the instruments had no spectral resolution limitations
(though the instrumental spatial resolution of 10 lm is
included). A MMI post-processing tool creates synthetic
MMI pinhole images from the radiation-hydrodynamic simu-
lation output, which can be further processed to create syn-
thetic narrowband images. These images are equivalent to
the self-emission images and include the MMI instrument fi-
nite resolution.

II. RESULTS

A. Constraining the mix depth

By measuring Ti emission as a function of burial depth
of the dopant layer (as measured by distance from the gas-
shell interface), the mix depth in this OMEGA implosion

FIG. 1. OMEGA capsule for shot 65036.
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Conclusions and future work

• The mechanism of shock-induced mix is confirmed 
using different simulation techniques (kinetic, multi-
fluid) and codes. 

• Difficult to observe this effect for high-Z ions  

• There is the potential for an experimental 
demonstration on OMEGA.
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